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Moree Town Centre Bypass Project 
Community Liaison Group - Terms of Reference  

 Updated May 2007 

 

INTRODUCTION  

As part of the community involvement process associated with the detailed design and 
construction stages of the Moree Town Centre Bypass project, a Community Liaison Group 
(CLG) has been established.  This will facilitate detailed discussion on key project issues.   

MEMBERSHIP 

The CLG has been meeting since December 2004 and some members have changed since the 
group’s inception. A review of membership was conducted in August 2006 to allow members to 
consider their participation as the project moves into construction phase.  

The current membership of the CLG is as follows: 
 

Peter Strang Bill Grose Karen Shearer 

Col Thomas Lou Swan Peter Cooper1 

Paul Assef Lloyd Munro Belinda Pring1 

Tammy Elbourne Allan Woods Jeff Hall 

Meryl Dillon Sue Lysaught Robert Ausling 

David Aber John Tramby Tom Thurlow  

Neville Mitchell Rodney Brazel Felicity McDonald 

Doug Lysaught Claudia Gall Carolyn Stone  

Henri Schneebeli Brian Mansfield Steve O’Rourke 

Leo Reiner Sally Mishell  

 

Members have been sought through a nomination process advertised in the Moree Champion, by 
door-knocking potentially impacted properties along the route, and as a result of 
recommendations made by the local Aboriginal Land Council, the Community Development 
Employment Program (CDEP) and the Aboriginal Employment Strategy. The group has endorsed 
this membership as appropriately representative. 

To facilitate continuity and to ensure the best use of people’s time, the group has determined 
that where a member is absent for two meetings, that the RTA Project Manager will call them to 
discuss their continuing participation. Where a member is absent for three or more meetings 
with no reasonable explanation they will no longer be a recognised member of the CLG. It is the 
responsibility of members to ‘catch up’ on the content of any meetings missed. 

In CLG meeting 2 (20/1/05), the CLG noted that during the design phase, no new members will 
be accepted but that people would be welcome, as guests, to attend individual meetings that may 
be of interest to them.  

 

                                                   
1 Members who chose to discontinue attendance at CLG meetings, but continue receiving information that 
is provided to CLG members (from 2006 Review of CLG Participation). 
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In CLG meeting 3 (10/2/05), the CLG agreed that in the event a CLG member cannot attend a 
meeting, that they can nominate an observer to attend on their behalf. Observer status limits the 
person to contributing to the discussion of agenda items for the current meeting. The intention 
of this limitation is to ensure that the content moves forward at each session. It was also agreed 
that members will let the chairperson know prior to the meeting if they wish to invite an 
observer.  

 

PURPOSE/ SCOPE 

The purpose of the group is to discuss issues related to the detailed design and construction of 
the realignment of the Newell Highway through Moree and building a new bridge across the Mehi 
River.  

The input of the CLG is one of many influencing factors in the decision making process. Other 
factors in the decision making process include:   

 community needs; 

 environmental benefits; 

 infrastructure cost; 

 historically and culturally significant areas e.g. Aboriginal heritage; and 

 other government agencies such as the Department of Environment and Conservation 
(NSW) and the NSW Government Department of Planning, etc. 

 

KEY ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The CLG will: 

 discuss key issues in the area and broader issues relevant to the detailed design of the 
Moree Town Centre Bypass; 

 provide feedback throughout the detailed design stage on the options being considered; 

 provide input on mitigation measures for potential impacts associated with proposed 
detailed design; 

 receive information on and provide input to specialist investigations being undertaken to 
assist in the detailed design process; and 

 disseminate the information presented at the CLG meetings to the constituents they 
represent2. 

 
The CLG has limited membership to enable detailed discussion of the issues. The 
chairperson/facilitator will facilitate meetings. If required, time will be made available for CLG 
members or specialists on the study team to make presentations to the CLG. It should be noted 
that there will be generous time given for discussion of presentations and for setting agendas for 
additional meetings. 
 
The CLG will reach decisions by openly discussing and debating information. This will enable the 
CLG to reduce the number of options by a process of elimination and make informed decisions. 
Group agreement is the desired outcome, so voting will not be used as a decision-making 
mechanism. 

                                                   
2 Provision of information to the wider community and opportunities to answer community questions will 
be addressed through other components of the community involvement program (e.g. telephone 
discussions, interactive internet content, community updates). 
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CHAIR AND SECRETARIAT 

Carolyn Stone of PPM Consultants will be the chairperson/facilitator of the CLG throughout the 
construction phase of the project.  SKM will provide the Secretariat. 

MEETINGS 

Meetings of the CLG will be held at the Moree Services Club approximately every three months. 
Meetings will be held on Thursdays, but will not be held on the first or third Thursday of the 
month. Meetings are expected to commence at 5.30pm and run for a maximum of two hours. 
Should the group consider additional meetings to be necessary, these will be scheduled at the 
convenience of the majority of the group and the project team. 

 

REPORTING 

Meeting notes, focusing on key issues and actions, will be taken at each meeting by the 
Secretariat and forwarded to members of the CLG as a draft for review. A review period of one 
week will be given before the meeting notes are finalised and sent out. Meetings will not be 
taped. 

Meeting notes will be made available to the wider community via the project website 
(www.rta.nsw.gov.au/moreetowncentrebypass) and at the RTA Project Office. Meeting notes will 
be distributed to the project team to integrate the outcomes with the design processes.  The 
presentations and discussions of the CLG will be summarised in the relevant reports that will 
form part of the project.  

 

MEDIA 

If media comment is requested on the discussions of a CLG meeting, CLG members requested 
that media representatives be directed to Jeff Hall, RTA Project Manager (ph: 6861 1668). This 
arrangement has not been designed to limit media comment and or individual comments or 
opinions on the project. It is designed to ensure that any comment from the CLG on the 
discussions held at a particular meeting is from a “whole-of-CLG” perspective. Where members 
are approached individually they will ensure that comments are attributed to themselves and/or 
their organisation only, and not to the CLG as a whole. 

 

 

  


